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Abstract: Each person has a favorite ego state which they exhibit the most, or prefer the most, depending on the situations they face and the people they interact with. People belonging to different generations react differently to different situations based on their states of ego. This paper has classified the millennial generation into Early millennial leaders (Y1) and Late millennial leaders (Y2) based on suitable findings from the literature. Further, this paper intends to explore whether Millennial generation leaders differ in ego states within their generation. The study is carried out in convenient sampling method by collecting responses from 489 Millennial leaders working in the Indian software industry. Ego State Questionnaire- Revised [ESQ-R] is utilized to survey the sample population and MANOVA is performed to assay the ego differences within the generation. It is found that the Early millennial leaders exhibited parent ego and adult ego states whereas the Late millennial leaders exhibited child ego state. Future studies can be conducted in multi-generational context and can include gender-specific research to probe whether ego states differ between males and females.
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1. Introduction

The present workplace scenario comprises of workers who belong to multifarious generations starting from Baby Boomers to Zillennials. A generation is a wide term and this is the cause behind why intersecting the year of characterizes every age (Breyer, 2013). The generational partners consisted of the Veterans (1922-1945), Baby Boomers (1946-1964), Generation X (1965-1979) and the Millennials (1980-2001) (Strauss and Howe, 1991). This ubiquity of multigenerational labor force can be found at the global workplace. But, generational differences and their outcomes are sparsely discussed in the context of leadership and groups. The persisting plausibility is that four generations of people work together at the same time in the global workforce. This gives rise to the need for focusing on differences in their personality traits, behavior and attitude at the workplace. In today’s global context, generations like Silent cohorts or Baby Boomers would have retired as more Millennials and Zillennials have entered the workplace (Levack, 2007). The Bureau of Labor Statistics alleged that Baby Boomers constituting to more than 76 million will relieve their jobs to younger counterparts (Kay and Cohen, 2008); leading to sixty percent of workforce comprising of Generations X and Y (Martin and Tulgan, 2001; Westerman and Yamamura, 2007). Particularly, with a gradual increase of Gen Y’s in the workforce ratio, Millennials are assigned greater responsibilities and they tend to take up leadership roles (Anantatmula and Shrivastav, 2012). Previous studies have portrayed that Millennials enter the workplace with a peculiar outlook, having a unique approach in the way they work, communicate, mingle with others and create group cohesion. They adapt methods that are not often familiar to other generational cohorts and their style can lead to apprehension among other generational cohorts (Pooley, 2005). Reviewing that projects, tasks and other organizational objectives need to be accomplished for an organization’s success; it is critical that companies engage young generational leaders to productively complete tasks before the stipulated time.

With years flying away like minutes, numerous organizations in different ventures like Engineering, Retailing, Energy, Manufacturing and so forth have expressed that 70% of their labor force will retire in the following years (Hagemann and Stroope, 2013). This portrays the huge degree of possibilities for the Millennials around the world. Hence, it is important to understand the ego states of this generation and the life positions in which they travel at work. With a paradigm shift in generations at the global workplace, an ascent of Millennials coming up the leadership ladder can be seen in various organizations (Breyer, 2013). Therefore, it is necessary to understand that the personality of Millennial leaders can be manifested in three ego states (parent-ego, adult-ego and child-ego) and these ego states merge with one another during transactional analysis (Berne, 1972; Stewart and Joines, 1987). The analysis of these transactions between Millennials presents theory in practice. During this effective interaction, there is an interplay of five ego states (two parent-ego, one adult-ego and two child-ego states) during work in which Gen Y leaders exhibit different behaviors (Shrivastava and Midha, 2016; McLeod, 2009; Stewart and Joines, 1987).

As a subject-matter, generational differences are not yet properly conceived. It is a pre-requisite which is critical for managerial research and further studies (Westerman and Yamamura, 2007). Cognition on the differences among various generations in the workplace will enable leaders to take important decisions on
human resourcing policies and help them to formulate strategies and practices accordingly (Sullivan et al., 2009). These prime findings along with previous literature works highlight the significance of this research paper. Particularly, these parities and disparities presume high importance in the context of management as organizations are managed and led by leaders from diverse backgrounds and disciplines. As Millennials move into leadership positions at workplace, it is critical to understand how the Gen Y’s will adapt to changes at work and how work practices will change to adhere to the Millennial’s needs. This forms as a background of this study, revealing the behavioral characteristics of Millennials who are designated as leaders at the workplace. This paper intends to provide organizations with knowledge related to Millennial leaders that will enhance their understanding on issues about their dominant ego states; as a result of which they exhibit different behaviors at work. Also, this study may also help organizations to identify new perspectives on the Millennial leader’s states of ego which evince at the workplace and infer them to formulate suitable strategies.

In the next phase of this paper, a detailed literature review about different generations and their ego states are explained. The methodology and design section highlights about the different traits showcased by different intra-generational leaders and the survey is outlined based on the findings from literature works. Millennial leaders are the respondents who work as team leaders and higher leadership roles in the I.T industry in India. Post a careful evaluation of survey results and previous works as stated in the review of literature, findings and discussions are presented in the following sections of this paper; concluding with suggestions for future research.

2. Review of Literature

Generations at workplace and their attributes:

Veterans – Known as the Silent generation, they are the oldest cohort prevailing in the global workplace. They are born between 1922-1945 (Zemke et al., 2000) having shaped by worldly historic events like the Great Depression, World Wars etc. This generation is reducing in number and is sparsely found in organizations today. They are perceived as a conservative and disciplined generation, who believe in paying their dues, and display great respect for authority, like social order, and tendency to hoard (NOAAOD, 2006). The dominant attribute of these Veterans are their preferences of job security and loyalty to the employer. They exhibit rigid work ethics and deliver respect to leaders. These cohorts dress formally and imply a formal style of communication. They become motivated to perform better when organizations listen to their suggestions and value their experience (Kogan, 2001). Their leadership style can be referred as military or commanding authoritarian style. They tend to take decisions based on their logical thinking and view conformity as success (Lyon et al., 2005).

Baby Boomers – This generation is born between 1946 and 1964 (Zemke et al., 2000). They are the first generation to experience the world via television. Mostly this generation is raised after the Second World War when the whole global economy faced affluence (Lyon et al., 2005). In a workplace, they are considered to be positive, team-bound, and the zeal to walk for the extra mile (Kogan, 2001). They exhibit good communication skills in bringing an organizational change and consensus. They are perceived as mentors because of their communal skills in organizations. They are also viewed as competitive in nature and workaholics to the extent that they are recognized by the work they do. They work based on their emotions and instincts rather than questioning and reasoning (Lyon et al., 2005). Gen X cohorts grew up in an era of prosperity and optimism. So they are encouraged by the sense that they are a special generation capable of changing the world. They consider work identity as self-worth, contribution and personal fulfilment (Yang and Guy, 2006). The reality that these cohorts hold top managerial positions at work isn’t surprising due to their long working hours and continuous work dedication (Kyles, 2005). Also, they expect to stay in top designation due to poor financial planning and their desire for gratification (Coleman et al., 2006). They have been the largest generational cohort in the globe (Wong et al., 2008). The Boomers strive and live to work when compared to the Gen X individuals who work to live (Sirias et al., 2007; Sullivan et al., 2009).

Generation X – These individuals are born between 1965 and 1979 (Zemke et al., 2000). They grew up with parents where both of them worked and earned money (Lyon et al., 2005). They have witnessed layoffs, retrenchment, inflation and they have implied efforts for personal growth rather than employer’s growth. They are not reluctant to use technology and adapt to it. They have witnessed divorce of their parents i.e. the Boomers due to the inefficiency in balancing work and family. These individuals desire to enjoy and have fun after workhours so that they could maintain balance between work and personal life (Kogan, 2001). They are deemed to be be impatient with traditional ways of working, prefer to work alone, and are skeptical, although they want to learn and grow. Gen X individuals tend to have a practical approach and bring a realistic thought process to solve issues. They are experienced with technology, leading them to become comfortable using
technology. They prefer working in less-hierarchical structure of organizations and strive to add value to their organizations (Lyon et al., 2005). These generational cohorts are loyal and committed to their employers whereas their younger counterparts (Gen Y’s) perceive entrepreneurship and jumping from one organization to other as their career goals (O’Bannon, 2001).

**Generation Y** – They are people born between 1980 and 2001 (Zemke et al., 2000). This generation is characterized by television, mobile phones, video games, internet and online games. Considering other generations, these cohorts also spend time in social networking through Facebook, Twitter etc., and professional networking through LinkedIn, ResearchGate etc. They are virtually connected and highly knowledgeable who are raised in diverse ethnic backgrounds. These people are flexible to any kind of situations and frequently take risks to hop on jobs regularly (Gale, 2007). They lack loyalty towards employers and are attributed as technical, adaptable and learning oriented (Deal, 2007; Dobbs et al., 2007). They received exposure to computers at very young age and facilitate information exchange in seconds (Gen Y: The Millennials, 2006). As almost the entire generation has hands-on-experience in using computers, these people are convenient with technology, open to experiences, create new ideas and are visual learners (Junco and Mastrodicasa, 2007). They challenge and strive for equal opportunities; and question a rule or procedure at work if they are uncomfortable. They are pointed as “Why” generation and don’t hesitate to express their opinions. They do not adhere blindly to organizational policies (Lyon et al., 2005). From a psychological background, Millennials exhibit high self-esteem, self-centeredness, depression, anxiety, and less social approval (Twenge and Campbell, 2008). They displayed optimistic traits like resilience, efficiency, tolerance and commitment (Chester, 2002). Also, they do not find any difference between work and personal life; due to which they tend to work at any time and in any place. Their main drawback is that they desire for high managerial designations during early career itself which portrays them to be ambitious and competitive in nature. They enjoy challenges, recognition and aim to keep growing day by day. They do not stick at the same position or to the same organization and they desire to see a bigger picture by learning different tasks/functions in an organization (Pooley, 2005). Based on the previous works, literature evidences, anecdotal data and case studies, the attributes of each generation with key terms are summarized below.

**Table 1. Key Traits of Each Generation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Veterans</th>
<th>Baby Boomers</th>
<th>Gen X</th>
<th>Gen Y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Names given**         | Traditionals, Matures, Silent, GI generation | Baby Boomers | Post Boomers | Millennials,
|                         |                |               | Baby Busters | Nexters, Gen Me |
| **Life Events**         | Great Depression, Second World War, GI Bill | Cold War, Economic Prosperity | Civil rights, Vietnam war, Women Rights | Iraq Warfall, Hi-tech revolution, Internet evolution |
| **Work attributes**     | Strong work ethics, respect for leaders, Authority in hands | Team cohesion, Optimism, Sacrifice, Hard-work, Loyal | Practical, Balanced work life, Pessimistic, Independent | Narcissism, Ambitious, Tech-savvy, Multi-tasking |
| **Leadership Style**    | Military/Bureaucratic, Chain of command | Influencing, High expectations, Mentoring | Goal oriented, Practical | Flexible, Lack of social grace |
| **Motivation**          | Value of experience, loyalty, perseverance | Demonstrate abilities, Bonus, Incentives, Value for their contribution at work | Non-hierarchical structure, Loyalty, Time-off as incentive | Higher Designation, Monetary benefits, Low social approval, Creativity |
| **Learning Style**      | Classroom | Classroom | Technology focused, Mentors | Creative thinking, Visual Learners |

Generations working together in organizations:

Table 1 outlined the similarities and differences between the prevailing generations and these facets will have a bearing when people from different generations work as leaders in organizations. Evidences from the table and previous works demonstrate that Generation X and Y are totally different from other generations in the context of work expectations, demands, values, and work styles (Kennedy, 1996; O’Bannon, 2001). It is also found that these two generations derived satisfaction from fixing goals and the intention to work in a systematic manner (Westerman and Yamamura, 2007). Although, work values keep changing with maturity of individuals, Smola and Sutton (2002) alleged that work values are strongly impacted by generational experiences. Gen Y people are more individualistic and independent in nature compared to Gen X. Perceiving the Boomers, they enjoy position, authority, power, and decision making (Kyles, 2005) to promote participative styles of management which evolved during 1970’s and 1980’s. This style of leadership relates to aspects like interdependence, collaboration, consensus, and decision making which are key requisites for team development (Siras et al., 2007). Considering these aspects, Gen Y shall fall behind the Boomer’s expectations.

Assaying the ideals and aspirations of the Millennial generation is a key venture in today’s workplace (Maxwell and Broadbridge, 2014). Presently, the Millennial generation constitutes to 34% of the modern workforce, making them the largest cohort present in organizations globally (Thanos and Clark, 2017). It is also noticed that inter-generational friction is caused by different communication methods, work values, attitudes towards technology and work commitment. Leaders should strengthen the positive differences and overcome the negative behaviors for a harmonic work environment (DiRomualdo, 2006). When employees nurture amicable relationships with their colleagues: they tend to deliver amazing job performance, team efficacy, and sense of belonging (Leah et al., 2017; Omilion-Hodges & Sugg, 2018; Omilion-Hodges & Baker, 2014). Ample literatures can be seen portraying a detachment between Millennials and other earlier generations in the context of their upbringing, values, ethics, behavior and attitudes. (Omilion-Hodges & Sugg, 2018; Berman & Hellweg: 1989). Even though Boomers and Gen X are perceived to be perseverant, hard-working and respectful; Millennials are treated as impatient, bold and open people who are not associated with any particular group (Nahavandi, 2006; Schullery, 2013). They are viewed as independent people who think on their own, multi-taskers, highly expressive, technology oriented and aggressive in nature. These disparities in behavior have influenced the way in which they interact with their superiors. There are also strong viewpoints favoring Millennials. Studies suggest that Gen Y’s have exceeded the work expectations when compared to the earlier generations and they are perceived to be incredible managers in future who are motivated by work ethics (Emeagwali, 2011). They are raised with the influence of technology in their lives and do not treat computers/electronics as something new. They see these devices as a kith and kin of their lives. Gen Y’s always have the zeal to learn, face challenges at work and they like to understand the relationship between work and organizational objectives (Tulgan, 2009). While discovering the Gen Y’s psychological aspects, it is found that Millennials have high social needs than the previous generations (Borges et al., 2010). They get a positive energy while exhibiting managerial traits because they do not get impressed with superiors who are monotonous, issue orders, distanced and workaholics. Instead, they respect leaders who are active, trust-worthy and those who initiate open communication (Omilion-Hodges & Sugg, 2018). As Table 1 demonstrates the dominant traits exhibited by each generation in the workplace. These differences portray multifarious opportunities for understanding and managing the traits and behavior of Gen Y leaders.

Addressing differences within the generation:

When an organization comprises of multi-generational leaders, a new approach for team building giving significance to personal values and individual identity has to be implemented (Siras et al., 2007). There is a study revealing the fact that there are two distinct types of Millennials namely Y1 and Y2 (Shrivastava, 2020). This study stated that Y1 are those cohorts who are born around 1986 and Y2 are those cohorts who are born after 1986. It framed 1986 as a mid-year to differentiate the Gen Y’s into two categories. The Generational Theory alleged that young Gen Y people will be shaped by past events of the recent ten years (Strauss and Howe, 2000; Kowske et al., 2010). This enabled us to categorize the Millennials as Elder or the Early Millennials (1980-1990), and more youthful or the Late Millennials (1991-2001) (Shrivastava, 2020). The eldest members of Gen Y would have spent around twenty years of their career and would have been placed as Leaders who administer young people at work (Kowske et al., 2010). The Early millennials accomplished the organizational objectives swiftly and climbed up the ladder of leadership at work. This intra-generation has been shaped by pampering of parents, computers from childhood and intense technological access (Niemiec, 2000). Strauss and Howe (2010) recommended that when the Early Millennials would be 18 years old in the
Analyzing the ego states:

The prime importance of this research is that there haven’t been any works published highlighting the ways in which Gen Y differ in ego states. To exemplify more about ego states; Ego state is an imperative aspect of analyzing an individual’s behavior because it has the ability to examine the level of interpersonal relationships exhibited by an individual. Eric Berne, the founder of Transactional Analysis, has stated that people demonstrate three sets of thoughts, feelings and behaviors at different points of time (Novey, 1997). Berne defined ego state as “a consistent pattern of feeling and experience directly related to a corresponding consistent pattern of behavior”. Berne called these sets as ego states and classified them as Child, Adult and Parent Ego. People interact with each other on the basis of three psychological positions which are known as ego states. Later, Dusay (1972) indicated that Ego States divide as follows: Critical Parent and Nurturing Parent, Adapted Child and Natural Child. These ego states are behavioral patterns comprising parent ego, child ego and adult ego. The ego states are not associated with the sequential age of individuals; instead they are related with individual behavior. Hence, a person may belong to any age and he may exhibit these different ego states in varying levels. Some people may possess more adult ego, while few may display more child ego; while others may exhibit more parent ego. A stable person keeps moving from one ego state to another based on the worldly situations they see and face.

Parent ego state integrates the attitudes and behaviors of a person who served as a parent model when the individual was in childhood. These attitudes, behaviors and personality traits are observed by the individual and it is sub-consciously recorded in his mind. All these become the basic constituent of his personality. Attributes of a person who is transacting with parent ego include qualities like being over-protective, dictatorial upright and distant. Parent ego is an assimilation of rules, codes, prejudices and norms which are collected from the individual’s parents or significant persons. The Parent Ego State is like a tape-recorder which recollects everything an individual stores, hears during childhood. Just like how a parent decides how one should live, behave, what’s good and what’s bad, how to react to different situations; people exhibiting parent ego respond to situations similarly. When people interact with Individuals possessing parent ego exhibit physical and verbal cues like wagging fingers when they don’t agree, referring rules and regulations during arguments, relying on methods that were successful in the past etc. Parent ego state may be exhibited in two forms – Nurturing parent ego, Regulating/Critical parent ego. Nurturing parent ego (NP) ego state reflects helping tendency towards both children and adults. NP comprises of feelings, attitudes and behavioral patterns that exhibit a parental role/figure that nurtures and promotes growth. Critical parent (CP) ego state projects an evaluating attitude where the individual judges the surrounding and behavior of others. CP constitutes set of feelings and behavior patterns that resembles a parental figure which criticizes, finds mistakes, stressed the societal rules and individual values (Kahler, 2008). Each individual has a peculiar parent ego state which is a combination of helping and hurting tendencies. When individuals are aware of this ego, it gives more choice over what they do (Loffredo, 1998).

Adult ego state comprises more of reasoning, seeking and giving information. An individual transacting with adult ego perceives people in equal status, worthy and as responsible human beings based on his rationality. The adult is attributed by logical aptitude and questioning of right from wrong. This state of ego can be associated with verbal and physical cues that consist of consciousness and factual reasoning. The process of forming adult ego includes going through one’s own experience and regularly verifying one’s own observations. Although certain values and attitudes gained during childhood are sparsely eliminated, an individual may refrain his child ego or parent ego during various phases of his life and imply his adult ego based on his experiences. He keeps constantly updating his parental ego attributes in order to assay what is right and what is wrong. Also, he updates his child ego in order to assay what feelings should he project/express. This state of ego is also called the ‘computer’ part of ourselves. When in the Adult Ego State, an individual offers and asks for information, and based on the data he receives, he takes decisions. Just like how the functions of an Adult is fact-based; similarly, people exhibiting adult ego tend to implement decisions based on logic and facts. When in the Adult Ego State, a person uses logical thinking to solve problems, and acts like a mediator between the Child Ego State and the Parent Ego State (Stewart and Joines, 2007) Thus, he retains those behavior which he feels is valid and he learns to control his emotions appropriately as a person exhibiting adult ego.

Child ego state comprises of traits like creativity, anxiety, conformity, being irate, dependence, fret and hatred. The cues that an individual projects in this state are silent compliance of rules, seeking attention,
giggling and temper tantrums. The child ego is characterized by instant seeking of actions, non-logical thinking and immediate gratification. This state reflects early childhood conditions and events faced by individuals in their early years of life, before the age of five years. The child has no ability to move out to face life; so it intakes whatever comes its way. When an individual displays this state of ego, he experiences, acts, feels, thinks, hears and reacts as the child he was during a certain moment of his childhood and again enacts the same way at present. The Child Ego State is the source of feelings, intuition, needs, creativity, creation and procreation (Wadsworth and Divincenti, 2003). The Child Ego State has all the feelings one can express. There are three forms of child ego state namely natural/free-child (FC) and adaptive child (AC). The Free-child ego (FC) consists of affection, sensing and impulse which is projected naturally by the child. So, the child also frets at times, indulges in self and becomes irate during unpleasant surroundings. A FC embraces feelings and attitudes that are artifacts of one’s own childhood and is marked by fun, and natural, spontaneous feelings. When an individual tends to be loving, spontaneous, intuitive or playful; he exhibits the positive form of Free-Child ego. When an individual shows hatred, impulse, anger and narcissism; he projects the negative part of the Free-Child ego.

The adaptive child (AC) ego comprises of training which the parents give while raising him. AC constitutes a set of feelings characterized by compromising and conforming behaviors arising from the dominance of parental influence. When an individual is adaptive, thoughtful, creative, imaginative and a good executant; he exhibits the positive part of the Adapted Child Ego (Kahler, 2008). At the same time, a high level of Adapted Child is linked with emotional instability. When in a negative Adapted Child Ego State, a person can show discouragement or irritation in facing an obstacle, fear and helplessness, more stress in accomplishing tasks. The person can be angry, fearful, guilty or ashamed, turning the anger inwards and self-discounting, exposing a rebellious behavior (Kahler, 2008). Each individual may react to specific stimulus in the surrounding in a unique manner depending on their ego states.

Cross transactions occur when people converse from different ego states like parent to child, adult to parent, child to parent etc. In such situations, the consequences are different and there are huge chances for conflicts or misunderstandings. The below tables describes the possible transactions between the ego states and their consequences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Superior</th>
<th>Subordinate</th>
<th>Consequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Child Ego</td>
<td>Child Ego</td>
<td>Worst situation for the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Ego</td>
<td>Adult Ego</td>
<td>Frustration to the subordinate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Ego</td>
<td>Parent Ego</td>
<td>Subordinate dominates the superior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Ego</td>
<td>Adult Ego</td>
<td>Ideal situation for the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Ego</td>
<td>Child Ego</td>
<td>Frustration to the superior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Ego</td>
<td>Parent Ego</td>
<td>Subordinate dominates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent Ego</td>
<td>Parent Ego</td>
<td>Competition between superior and subordinate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent Ego</td>
<td>Adult Ego</td>
<td>Subordinate may not perform as expected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent Ego</td>
<td>Child Ego</td>
<td>Dependence on the superior.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


On examining the different ego states of a person, it can be understood that a person is likely to exhibit all three ego states at different points of time in his life; and any one ego state may be predominant. The ego state exhibited by an individual can be observed in his transactions and body language (postures, gestures, cues, facial expressions). It is also understood that each ego state has pros and cons depending on the individual’s gratification.

Addressing the research gap:
Considering the age of retirement in India (60 and later) and the mean age of working population, the earlier generations i.e. Veterans and Baby Boomers are excluded from this study. Also, the Millennial generation is seen working closely with their senior cohorts i.e. Gen X. It is estimated that this Gen Y people will contribute to 75% of the workforce by the year 2025 (Schawbel, 2013). It is essential to note that previous studies
Millennials have been studied and examined in infinite ways to understand how they differ from earlier generations. But, the ego states of Millennial leaders haven’t been explored earlier within the context of a specific country. Millennials exhibit different values and have distinct personality traits. Several models and theoretical concepts formed in one corner of the globe to understand the events and phenomenon that happen in the other corner has been fascinating. Many Western theories have been formulated to understand other cultures and social aspects. Hofstede’s model (1983), Trompenaars’s model (2004) enhanced the understanding on cultural differences based on aspects like power, individualism, distance which enables to discern national culture. Every individual’s behavior is associated to their mental map that includes cognitive elements and emotional intelligence. The mental maps vary according to the surrounding in which the individual exists and people react on the basis of what they infer from their surroundings. So, it can be concluded that every person has distinct mental maps and traits; and this will enable him to interpret the same stimuli in a unique manner (Shrivastava & Midha, 2016). Difference in values, perception, ethics, behavior, culture have stressed the importance to determine the ego states of generations and analyze their life positions. Since India is a place giving high importance to socio-cultural values; interpersonal relationships and social cohesion become an indispensable part of the culture here (Dash et al., 2007). Hence, this stresses the need for exclusive quantitative analysis of interpersonal relationships between the Millennial generation in specific Indian context. As no earlier research works have analyzed the transactional interactions of Millennials in a particular background. So, this enabled us to frame the research question stating “Do Early Millennial leaders (Y_1) differ from Late Millennial leaders (Y_2) in their ego states?” The next section of this paper elucidates the methodology and design of the research instrument which is outlined based on the findings from literature works.

3. Methodology & Design

The incitement for this study is based on previous literatures and its findings which recommends that differences exist between one specific generation (i.e. Early Millennials and Late Millennials) and the working of this paper is stimulated by the previous finding that:

[…]The Generational Theory stated that young Gen Y people will be shaped by past events of the recent ten years (Strauss and Howe, 2000; Kowske et al., 2010). This enabled us to categorize the Millennials as Elder or the Early Millennials Y_1 (1980-1990), and more youthful or the Late Millennials Y_2 (1990-2001). Also, the Millennial generation is shaped by distinct historical/life events (Parry and Urwin, 2011; Twenge and Campbell, 2008) that has resulted in those cohorts exhibiting different ego states at work.

So, this research work intends to help organizations to understand the various ego states exhibited by Millennial leaders by evaluating their ego states displayed during work. As the focus of this study is about Gen Y leaders who work in the IT industry, this exploratory research is concentrated on determining key intra-generational differences on the interpersonal relationship of Millennial leaders. Based on the elaborate review of literature, the below hypothesis is chosen to be tested using statistical analysis:

“Early Millennial leaders (Y_1) differed significantly in their ego states when compared to Late Millennial leaders (Y_2) (H_1)”

Since this study is about intra-generational differences, examining key differences in ego phases that will influence the organizational performance is to be found. Also, it is vital to identify the preferred ego state of Gen Y leaders to improve organizational efficacy. Therefore, a research instrument is developed that comprises of the below themes.

- Respondent’s demographic background consisting of their age, designation, experience, no. of projects handled and global travel for work transitions.
- Ego states exhibited by Millennial leaders at work like Nurturing Parent (NP), Critical Parent (CP), Adult (A), Free Child (FC) and Adaptive Child (AC).

These themes are based on relevant concerns that Generation Y cohorts deal with in order to enhance their role with people and the top management. Responses are sought on Likert Scale with five options namely strongly agree (5), agree (4), neither agree nor disagree (3), disagree (2) and strongly disagree (1). Demographic questions are given to receive the information on the respondent’s current age and to which intra-generation
they belong to i.e. Early Millennials or Late Millennials. It took around fifteen minutes for each respondent to complete the survey. This survey is conducted on Millennial leaders who worked in the IT industry in Chennai, India.

3.1. Population and Sample

Respondents – The sample comprises of N=662 Millennial Leaders working in the IT industry in Chennai, South India. Only the organizations enlisted under NASSCOM (National Association of Software and Services Companies) in Chennai were approached to collect data. The Gen Y leaders having mid-level and senior leadership roles were considered for this study. They were surveyed through the Google Forms and the research instrument is dispensed by convenient sampling method. Out of the 622 leaders to whom questionnaires were given, 514 leaders were received with a turn-in rate of 83%. In these 514 reactions, only 489 responses were valid and complete without any missing values and entries. In this way, the information of N=489 respondents are examined before the outbreak of the pandemic. It is understood that 489 samples are finite numbers that can’t construe the representation of the whole population. Hence, caution is exercised while making inference of the findings from statistical analysis. The analysis is done using SPSS 23.0 and inferred underneath.

Measures – The research instrument utilized for surveying the Millennial Leaders is described by Loffredo and Harrington (2012), where each of the five ego states constitute the total score of the eight items under a particular ego state. This is given in the Ego State Questionnaire - Revised [ESQ-R]; and the same has been implemented in this study to assay the ego states of Millennial leaders. CFA was additionally performed to validate this scale which resulted in values of Normed Fit Index (NFI = 0.881), Comparative Fit Index (CFI = 0.936), Tucker-Lewis Index values (TLI = 0.911), Standard Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR = 0.0011) and Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA = 0.0366 i.e. e<.06). These values validated the psychometric properties of the scale; substantiated by earlier literatures (Sahadev et al., 2014; Dulin, 2005; Hooper et al., 2008; Thompson, 2004). Since this study aims to explore the ego states exhibited by Millennial leaders at work, this lays the basis for a precise investigation like examining shift in ego states.

4. Data Analysis and Interpretation

Demographic Background of Respondents – Among the 489 respondents, 209 Millennial leaders are born during the years 1980-1984, 153 Gen Y leaders are born between 1985-1990, 116 Millennials are born during 1991-1995 and 11 respondents are born between 1996-2001.

This is depicted in the figure above from which it can be understood that majority of 43% and 31% belong to the Early Millenial Leader cohorts (1980-1984 and 1985-1990), 24% and 2% constitute to the Late Millennial Leaders (1991-1995 and 1996-2001). It can be inferred from this result that Gen Y leaders who are born during the first five years of commencing of Millennial generation have occupied leadership positions to a greater extent when compared to those who are born later.
Also, it is palpable that those leaders who are born between the last five years during the culmination of the Millennial generation have constituted to a very meagre percentage. It is also depicted in Figure 2 below. This may be due to the reason that these Millennials are aged the least and they would have been designated into leadership roles at a very young age because of showcasing their talents and educational skills.

![Figure 2: Distribution of respondents based on their Age](image)

Apart from the years of birth and the age of respondents, the below pie-chart (Figure 3) illustrates the experience possessed by Millennial leaders in the IT industry. Majority of the respondents i.e. 42% of the Gen Y leaders are experienced more than fifteen years, 28% are experienced between 11-15 years, 20% are experienced between 6-10 years and 10% are experienced below 5 years. This infers that a greater part of the sample size have a tenure of more than 15 years at work. This implies that they would have joined an organization as a contract level employee and then rose to leadership positions during the span of fifteen years. Similar results may be inferred for people with other years of experience.

![Figure 3: Experience of Respondents](image)
Comparing the number of respondents who handled different quantum of projects, Figure 4 depicted that out of the 489 respondents, 48 of the Millennial leaders handled below five projects, 74 of them handled six to ten projects, 85 handled eleven to fifteen projects, 129 handled sixteen to twenty projects and 153 leaders handle above twenty projects. This infers that as Gen Y leaders gained more experience within the organization; they undertook more job rotation and got specialized in handling any type of projects given by the organization. So, the years of experience is directly proportional to the number of projects handled by the Millennial leaders. Also, 46% of Gen Y leaders had travelled abroad for on-site client support and knowledge transfers, while 54% of them are yet to go abroad for work transitions.

4.1. Hypothesis Testing

H₁ of this study asserted that Early Millennial Leaders differed significantly in their personality traits when compared to Late Millennial Leaders. A Multivariate Analysis of Variance is performed to assess the mean differences in ego states between elder (Y₁) and younger (Y₂) Gen Y leaders. MANOVA is an ideal technique to diagnose the existence of mean differences in continuous dependent variables. It performs tests for mean vector’s equality across groups, adding post-hoc tests to deduce which of the groups varied from others on their means (Wells, 2011). The leader’s years of birth are used to classify them as Early and Late Millennials based on the Strauss & Howe framework. This classified the Gen Y as Elder Millennials (Y₁) (1980-1990) and younger Millennials (Y₂) (1991-2001) (Strauss and Howe, 2000; Kowske et al., 2010). So, the predictors are fixed as the two different intra-generational cohorts i.e. Early Millennials and Late Millennials, whereas the ‘criterion’ is fixed as the five ego states i.e. CP, NP, A, FC and AC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Value Label</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1991-2001</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1980-1990</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 infers the sample size of respondents in each age group. It is palpable that there are 127 Gen Y leaders in the Late millennial generation (Y₁) and 362 Early Millennial Leaders (Y₁). So, Millennials who are elder can be seen in leadership positions in the I.T industry. This may be due to the fact that these Millennial would have joined the workforce as employees in the beginning, and grew further with several promotions in
their work-roles, becoming team leaders or team managers at work. This may be one of the reasons due to which a higher number of Millenials who are born early during 1980-1990 are omnipresent in the I.T industry.

Table 4. Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personality Traits</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nurturing Parent Ego (NP)</td>
<td>1991-2001</td>
<td>3.814</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1980-1990</td>
<td>3.930</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Parent Ego (CP)</td>
<td>1991-2001</td>
<td>3.634</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1980-1990</td>
<td>3.810</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Ego (A)</td>
<td>1991-2001</td>
<td>3.856</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1980-1990</td>
<td>4.039</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free-Child Ego (FC)</td>
<td>1991-2001</td>
<td>3.574</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1980-1990</td>
<td>3.513</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive Child Ego (AC)</td>
<td>1991-2001</td>
<td>3.111</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1980-1990</td>
<td>3.109</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 illustrates the mean and standard deviation of different ego states exhibited by Gen Y leaders. The mean scores are used to compare which age group differs in their ego states. The Early Millennial leaders (Y₁) gained high points in adult ego (M=4.039), nurturing parent ego (M=3.93) and critical parent ego (M=3.810). The Late Millennial leaders (Y₂) scored high in Free-child ego (M=3.574) and Adaptive child ego (M=3.111).

Table 5. Box’s test of equality of covariance matrices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box’s M</td>
<td>35.167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df₁</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df₂</td>
<td>354859.420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig.</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Design: intercept + Gen Y years

Table 6. Multivariate Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gen Y years/ Effects</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>F-value/s</th>
<th>Hypothesis df</th>
<th>Error df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Partial ς²</th>
<th>Noncent paramete r</th>
<th>Observed power c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pillai’s trace</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>2.511b</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>15.043</td>
<td>0.832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilk’s Lambda</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>2.511b</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>15.043</td>
<td>0.832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotelling’s trace</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>2.511b</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>15.043</td>
<td>0.832</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6 gives a summary of Multivariate analysis results that is inferred through the Pillai’s trace. Pillai’s trace protects from rejecting the null hypothesis when it is actually true. Pillai’s trace is smaller and highly robust to violations of assumptions in covariance. The tabulated values show the MANOVA value of 0.001 and actual F value is 2.511, which is significant at p < .005. This leads to the rejection of null hypothesis that there are no differences in the ego states of early and late Millennial leaders, as per the results of MANOVA. Partial Eta squared value shows 0.025 which infers 2.5% of variability in the ego states in a canonical MANOVA is accounted by the Millennial’s year of birth. This leads to the rejection of null hypothesis (H₀), proving that there is a statistically significant difference in the ego states of Millennial leaders based on whether they are Early Millennial leaders or Late Millennial leaders, F (6, 482) = 2.511, p < .005; Wilk’s Λ = 0.971, partial \( \eta^2 \) = .025. Hence, the Early Millennial Leaders differed (\( Y_1 \)) significantly in their parent and adult ego states when compared to the Late Millennial Leaders (\( Y_2 \)).

Table 7. Levene’s test of equality of error variances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ego States</th>
<th>F-Values</th>
<th>df₁</th>
<th>df₂</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nurturing Parent Ego (NP)</td>
<td>1.811</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Parent Ego (CP)</td>
<td>12.012</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>0.274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Ego (A)</td>
<td>1.169</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free-Child Ego (FC)</td>
<td>5.613</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive Child Ego (AC)</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>0.322</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further, Levene’s test of Equality of Error Variances is also performed in Table 7 to check the Assumption of Homogenous Variance. Levene’s test is a basic criteria for a test of equality that a statistically significant difference exists between the means of two or more groups during the analysis of variance. Here, the Levene’s values demonstrated that certain traits like openness, agreeableness, conscientiousness, and emotional stability proved to be significant with F (1,487), p<.05. Hence, the test for null hypothesis of equal error variance (H₀) across personality traits is rejected, resulting in testing each dependent variable with a series of ANOVA’s. Levene’s test reconfirmed that the Elder Millennial Leaders (\( Y_1 \)) possessed different personality traits when compared to Younger Millennial Leaders (\( Y_2 \)).

Table 8. Tests of between-subjects effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Type 3 sum of squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F-values</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gen Y years</td>
<td>Nurturing Parent Ego (NP)</td>
<td>2.752</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.752</td>
<td>7.450</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Critical Parent Ego (CP)</td>
<td>1.584</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.584</td>
<td>2.168</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adult Ego (A)</td>
<td>4.512</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.512</td>
<td>8.712</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Free-Child Ego (FC)</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.299</td>
<td>4.754</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adaptive Child Ego (AC)</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.877</td>
<td>1.037</td>
<td>0.771</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8 demonstrates the test of between subject effects that shows a synthesized output of one-way anova for every outcome in the Manova. The homogeneity of variance results can be matched with the values shown in this table. Three ego states like Nurturing parent ego F (3, 485) = 7.45, p > .05; Critical parent ego F (3, 485) = 2.168, p > .05; and adult ego F (3, 485) = 8.712, p > .05 showed statistical significance while the
remaining two ego states didn’t show any significant results. Thus, alternative hypothesis is accepted stating that there is a significant difference in the ego states exhibited by Early and Late Millennial leaders. As there are no previous studies relating to the Millennial generation and their ego states, this is a relatively new finding arising from this study. Hence, it can be surmised that the Early i.e. the Elder Millennial leaders (Y₁) significantly differ in ego states like parent ego and adult ego while the Late Millennial leaders (Y₂) differed in ego states like free child and adaptive child ego.

5. Discussions

There are earlier literature works which state that there are individual differences within the generations, which resulted in the formation of groups like ‘early’, ‘middle’, and ‘late’ groups (Kowske et al., 2010). In this research study, these individual differences within the Millennial generation is examined to determine their ego states. It is palpable that the Early Millennial leaders (elder) scored high in ego states like adult ego and parent ego. This infers that as Early Millennial leaders (Y₁) are older by a span of ten years and that is the reason why they have attained maturity. These cohorts have dominant personality traits like openness, conscientiousness, agreeableness and emotional stability (Bargavi et al., 2017). Each person has a favorite ego state which they exhibit the most, or prefer the most, depending on the situations they face and the people they interact with (Ciucur D, 2013). So, the Early Millennial leaders would have joined work before two decades and they would have got molded by workplace experiences. They would have faced several pleasant and unpleasant situations and would have shaped their individual behavior accordingly. This has made them to exhibit adult ego state.

Similarly, the Y₁ cohorts also exhibited parent ego states. As the Y₁ cohorts progress through struggles in during their tenure and become leaders; they would get a team of members assigned underneath to work and complete the organizational tasks. So, the Early Millennial leaders tend to exhibit their nurturing parent ego by nourishing young talents and while guiding their team members like a parent; by preaching them how to behave in a workplace, how to follow organizational values, how to work in cohesion with team members. Also, the Early Millennial leaders displayed critical parent ego when their team members did mistakes in their routine tasks, when their team members couldn’t organize their works on priority, when their team members couldn’t complete the work within stipulated timelines etc. The Y₁ leaders undertook the role of a critic in supervising their team members and making them to do the assigned tasks effectively. This justifies the finding which has been projected from the analysis above that Early Millennial leaders differed in their ego states from the younger ones and they exhibited ego forms like Adult ego and Parent Ego.

Meanwhile, taking into consideration the Late Millennial leaders (Y₂); it can be inferred from the findings that the younger leaders tend to exhibit child ego states. It is palpable that child ego states are of two forms namely free-child and adaptive child. As the younger millennial leaders are born between 1991-2001; they would have joined the workplace approximately before a decade and would have climbed the ladder of leadership very recently. So, their scope of exhibiting leadership skills earlier has been limited in nature. Also, since their leadership role would have been designated recently; they would behave slightly immature. Just like how a child responds; the Millennial cohorts who display child ego tend to act, feel, think, hear and react as a child. As the child ego state represents an individual’s life events refined through his/her personal perception. This state of ego is the source of feelings, needs, thoughts, intuition, emotion and procreation (Wadsworth and Divincenti, 2003). The child ego state makes an individual to express all his feelings. Therefore, it can be resonated why the Late Millennial leaders tend to exhibit child ego. This specific intra-generational aspect of Millennial leaders hasn’t explored earlier but similar findings are found with older individuals exhibiting positive feelings, openness and emotional stability (Carstensen et al., 2011; Riediger et al., 2009, Heyer, 1979). The level of flexibility of an individual increases gradually as he starts adapting himself to the organizational culture and work environment (Carstensen et al., 2011). Since the younger millennial leader’s resilience is low, they tend to exhibit child ego more.

6. Limitations & Scope for further research

While elucidating about the ego states of intra-generational Millennial leaders, one of the restrictions of this study is the elimination of multi-generational data. Here, Millennial leaders are categorized into two groups as per their year of birth, expounding their age. Earlier literature works stated that there were individual differences within the generations, which resulted in the formation of groups like ‘early’, ‘middle’, and ‘late’ groups (Kowske et al., 2010). It is complicated to ascertain if differences among intra-generational groups i.e. the early or late Millennials is caused really by age or intra-generational disparities. It cannot be judged whether are there any chances that the younger Millennial leader’s (1991-2001 born) exhibit parent ego or adult ego states of the
generation they are termed to be. To investigate further, a multi-generational study on different generations at work can be undertaken. An understanding of employee’s state of ego can help team leaders and managers allocate appropriate individuals to various tasks (Batra and Vohra, 2016).

Another restriction of this study is that the measurement tool used was framed a long time ago. It has to be ensured whether the variables and statements hold the same significance over a period of time. Also, Millennial leaders at work have a basic limitation of age. By the time the entire generation in the workforce could be surveyed and studied, the elder cohorts would have spent twenty-one years of their job career and would be placed as leaders by supervising their younger members. In order to surmount this limitation and resolve this dilemma, future study should explore the resilience of women leaders after three-fourths of Millennials start working. This can be implemented only by continuous assimilation of data during certain intervals; for Gen Y’s to age till then.
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